
WASH          EXAM ONE REVIEW     SPRING 2017 
{Workshop in Art Studio + History}  	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                                                                                                         shsuWASH.com                                                                             


Exam Style & Format: Your exam on is FRIDAY, March 10th at 9:30am: ARRIVE EARLY {!!!}
50 questions; combination of matching & multiple choice. The first five multiple choice questions on the exam will have projected images 
associated with them. Each question is worth two points. You will not need a scantron for this exam or a blue book. Just bring a pen or pencil.
There will not be a written or essay component on this exam.

ALL possible images you will see on the exam for the multiple choice image pairing are located in your textbook and/or have been discussed in 
lecture and/or studio components of WASH. Pay close attention to the vocabulary found on each studio handout.

Possible Images on Exam:
p.7 figure 1.10           p. 16 figure 1.34 p.25 figure 1.51    p.27 figure 1.57  p. 29 figure 1.63     p. 82 figure 3.38    p.180 figure 9.1
p. 41 figure 2.8A-C    p. 43 figure 2.13 p. 45 figure 2.21 & 2.19    p. 48 figure 2.27-2.30  p. 49 figure 2.33     p.131 figure 6.10   p.185 figure 9.12
p. 51 figure 2.36        p. 55 figure 2.46 p. 70 figure 3.12                p. 80 figure 3.34  p.81 figure 3.37      p.160 figure 8.9     p. 186 figure 9.13

                                 
Readings you will be responsible for:
Launching the Imagination by Mary Stewart - Chapters one, two, three, five, six, seven, eight and nine. It would be wise for you to review readings, 
as well as QUIZ ONE in preparation for this exam. Vocabulary is crucial, especial elements & principles of design. 

Artist Presentations given in lecture:
Broad details that were clearly communicated from phase one, phase two, phase three & four of artist presentations given during lecture. You are 
only responsible for ideas presented/discussed in the presentations that were given during lecture. 

Research Day & Library Resources:
Online Library training, SHSU Librarian presentation in lecture & an overview of Chicago Style Format 

Art21 Video & RadioLab Podcast:
Nick Cave segment of the PBS Art21 “Chicago” episode: https://www.art21.org/artists/nick-cave
The first TWENTY minutes of the RadioLab podcast we listened to in lecture:  http://www.radiolab.org/story/211119-colors/  

Studio Project & Lecture Vocabulary:  
It would be wise to focus on all key terms that overlap vocabulary in your readings & studio assignments. Consider broad ideas/terms that we have 
been discussing both in studio & in lecture. Below are a few terms you should definitely be prepared to see on the exam. 
- abstraction - value - stippling  - formal themes   - mass & volume   - texture   - transparent   - fusing plastic  - tone  - tint - psychology of color
- non-representational  - context   - contour - achromatic - additive building      - focal point      - translucent  - pattern    - armature
- mapping systems - gesso - sampling - opaque - realistic  - artistic collaboration  - convergent thinking  - elevator pitch -shade
- line  - topographic - thumbnail - cradle frames - color schemes   - 64” from the floor/eye level  -site specific  -dystopia/utopia  - divergent thinking
- balance {asymmetrical, symmetrical & radial} - conceptual themes  - rods & cones {seeing color}      - ALL elements & principles of design!!!

Tips for Success:
Learning how to study is an important skill & will be different for everyone. Follow this link to find lots of helpful campus resources on exam 
preparation, reading comprehension & time management.  http://www.shsu.edu/dept/counseling/study-skills.html
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